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Abstract
Objective—Studies of the association between transportation barriers and HIV-related health
outcomes have shown both positive and negative effects, possibly because a reliable, validated
measure of transportation barriers has not been identified.

Design—Prospective cohort study of HIV-infected patients in rural Uganda.

Methods—Participants were enrolled from the HIV clinic at the regional referral hospital in
Mbarara, Uganda as part of the Uganda AIDS Rural Treatment Outcomes (UARTO) Study. We
collected the following measures of transportation barriers to HIV clinic: global positioning
systems (GPS)-tracked distance measured by driving participants to their homes along their
typical route; straight-line GPS distance from clinic to home, calculated with the Great Circle
Formula; self-reported travel time; and self-reported travel cost. We assessed inter-measure
agreement using linear regression, correlation coefficients and κ statistics (by measure quartile)
and validated measures by fitting linear regression models to estimate associations with days late
for clinic visits.
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Results—One hundred and eighty-eight participants were tracked with GPS. Seventy-six percent
were women, with a median age of 40 years and median CD4 cell count of 193 cells/μl. We found
a high correlation between GPS-based distance measures (β = 0.74, P < 0.001, R2 = 0.92, k =
0.73), but little correlation between GPS-based and self-reported measures (all R2 ≤ 0.4). GPS-
based measures were associated with days late to clinic (P < 0.001); but neither self-reported
measure was associated (P > 0.85).

Conclusion—GPS-measured distance to clinic is associated with HIV clinic absenteeism and
should be prioritized over self-reported measures to optimally risk-stratify patients accessing care
in rural, resource-limited settings.

Keywords
distance to clinic; global positioning systems; HIV/AIDS; linkage to care; sub-Saharan Africa;
transportation; Uganda

Background
Structural barriers continue to thwart HIV treatment programs in resource-limited settings
(RLS) with large catchment areas [1]. HIV-infected patients commonly cite transportation
costs as a challenge [2–6]. Multiple studies have shown an association between
transportation barriers and health-related outcomes including decreased ART adherence,
decreased patient retention, and increased mortality [7–12]. However, several other studies
have failed to show an association between transport barriers and outcomes [13–17]. One
possibility for this discrepancy is inconsistent measurement of transportation barriers across
studies, which have including self-reported travel distance [8,13,14,18], self-reported travel
time [9,19–21], calculated travel distance [19], linear travel distance [19], and travel cost
[19].

Global positioning systems (GPS) tracking enables highly accurate and reproducible
measurement of distance. We collected both objective and self-reported measures of
transportation barriers to clinic, using GPS tracking and patient interviews among patients at
a publicly funded HIV clinic in southwestern Uganda. We examined the correlation between
the measures as well as their association with missed clinic appointments. We hypothesized
that GPS-based measures of transportation would correlate with each other and be more
reliable predictors of missed clinic time.

Methods
Study participants and procedures

Participants were enrolled in the Ugandan AIDS Rural Treatment Outcomes Study
(UARTO), a cohort study of HIV-infected adults taking antiretroviral therapy (ART) in
southwestern Uganda, described in detail previously [22]. Adult patients receiving care at
the Mbarara Regional Referral Hospital are eligible for enrollment at the time of ART
initiation. Participants completed questionnaires at baseline and every 3–4 months, which
included information about socioeconomic status, transportation time and transportation
costs. Participants receive stipends for research visit transportation costs, but not for clinic or
medication refill visits. In August 2011, study drivers began transporting individual
participants to or from their residence with a GPS device, which recorded route coordinates
in 20-m intervals (Garmin GPSMAP 60CSx, Chicago, Illinois, USA). Drivers recorded the
route and type of transportation used for each leg (walking, motorbike, shared taxi, or
bicycle) on the GPS device. Data on scheduled and attended clinic visits was obtained from
the clinic database. All participants gave informed consent to participate in the study. The
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study procedures and the clinic database data-sharing plan were approved by the ethics
committees of Partners Healthcare, the University of California at San Francisco, and the
Mbarara University of Science and Technology.

Statistical methods
We evaluated four measures of transportation-related barriers: self-reported travel time; self-
reported travel cost; GPS-tracked distance measured by driving participants to their homes
along their typical route with a GPS device; and GPS-measured straight-line distance from
clinic to home, calculated with the Great Circle Distance Formula, which measures point-to-
point distance along the surface of a spherical object. We summarized intra-measure
distribution and assessed inter-measure agreement using linear regression, correlation
coefficients, and κ statistics by dividing each measure into quartiles. We conducted
sensitivity analyses by excluding outliers with values greater than three SD from the mean
of each transportation-related measure. We validated each measure by estimating its
association with clinic absenteeism, that is days late for clinic appointments. For our
outcome of interest, we used the number of days late for clinic appointments per each 360
days of study time, log-transformed to satisfy model assumptions of normality. We fit linear
regression models for each measure of transportation adjusted for predicted correlates of
missed clinic time including age, sex, educational attainment, CD4 cell count, and socio-
economic status using the Filmer–Pritchett asset-index score [23]. The asset index is the first
principal component derived from a principal components analysis applied to 25 binary
indicators for household-owned assets (e.g. bicycle, radio) and housing characteristics (e.g.
type of toilet facilities, water source). Demographic and CD4 cell count results were used on
the survey date closest in time to the home-based tracking date. We graphically depicted the
relationships between the measures and number of missed clinic days by computing the
predicted number of days late at multiple percentiles of each transportation measure, holding
other covariates constant at their median value. All statistical analyses were performed using
Stata 11 (Stata Corp, College Station, Texas, USA).

Results
As of September 2012, 188 participants completed GPS tracking, of whom 76% were
women, with a median age of 40 years and median CD4 cell count of 193 cells/μl. Median
self-reported cost to clinic was $4 [interquartile range (IQR) 2–6]; self-reported travel time
was 60 min (IQR 30–90); GPS-measured straight-line distance was 9.6 km (km) (IQR 3.2–
15.3); and GPS-tracked actual travel distance was 12.7 km (IQR 4.9–19.3). Participants
reported requiring one (17%), two (48%) or three (35%) methods of transportation to arrive
at clinic, with the most commons being paid motorbike (72%) followed by shared taxi
(41%), walking (38%) and bicycle (2%).

Correlation between measures of transportation
There was a high correlation between GPS-tracked and straight-line distance measures (β =
0.74, P < 0.001, R2 = 0.92, k = 0.73) (Fig. 1). However, we found low correlations between
GPS measured straight-line distance and self-reported transport time (β = 0.75, P = 0.31, R2

= 0.14, k = 0.14) or self-reported cost to clinic (β = 0.36, P = 0.03, R2 = 0.03, k = 0.10) and
low correlations between GPS-tracked distance to clinic and self-reported transport time (β
= 0.91, P = 0.33, R2 = 0.01, k = 0.21) or self-reported cost to clinic (β = 0.45, P = 0.03, R2 =
0.03, k = 0.10). There was moderate correlation between the two self-reported measures (β =
2.66, P < 0.001, R2 = 0.40, k = 0.35). In sensitivity analyses excluding seven participants
with a measure of distance greater than three SDs from the mean, the R2 value for
correlation between objective measures remained 0.92, and all other correlates remained
within 0.1 of their initial value, with none exceeding an R2 > 0.35.
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Association between transportation measures and missed clinic visits
Participants contributed a median of 748 days (IQR 678–783) of study time to the missed
visits analysis. In multivariable regression models adjusted for age, sex, asset index score,
educational attainment and baseline CD4 cell count, increasing GPS-tracked distance (β-
coefficient = 0.029, 95% CI 0.018–0.041, P < 0.001) and GPS straight-line measures (β-
coefficient = 0.021, 95% CI 0.012–0.030, P < 0.001) of transportation were significantly
associated with increasing log-transformed days late for clinic visits (Fig. 2). The
magnitudes of these associations between GPS-measured distance and clinic absenteeism
were large. For example, evaluated at the median of the covariates, the predicted number of
days late to clinic for participants at the 10th percentile of distance to clinic (2.6 km) was 25
days (95% CI, 18–33), whereas the predicted number of days late to clinic for participants at
the 90th percentile (29.0 km) was 44 days (95% CI, 36–52). There was no association
between self-reported time to clinic (β-coefficient = –0.006, 95% CI –0.136 to 0.147, P =
0.94) or self-reported cost of transportation (β-coefficient = 0.003, 95% CI =0.034– 0.029, P
= 0.86) and clinic days missed per 360-day period.

Discussion
In a cohort of HIV-infected patients taking ART in southwestern Uganda, GPS-based
measures of transportation distance were highly correlated with each other and associated
with late presentation to HIV clinic appointments. In contrast, self-reported measures were
poorly correlated with objective measures and were not associated with missed clinic days.
Our results suggest distance to clinic is an important barrier to sustained treatment and that
objective measures of transportation are necessary to optimally risk-stratify patients
accessing HIV care in RLS.

A large body of public health literature has described deleterious effects of transportation
barriers on health outcomes [24–27]. In the non-HIV literature, many of these studies
support the use of objective measures of distance from home to clinic. A study in
Bangladesh found that increasing straight-line distance to a health center was associated
with decreased clinic attendance and increased attributable mortality for cases of diarrhea
[26]. In a population-based study of childhood mortality in Burkina Faso, both time and
distance to clinic were calculated using maps to estimate routes of travel [25]. The authors
found a significant association for both distance and time to clinic with child mortality, and
a high correlation between the two measures. In Kenya, GPS measured distance to clinic has
been associated with decreased healthcare utilization [27].

Access to and sustained retention in HIV care remains a major challenge in RLS, in which
HIV-associated mortality rates remain high [28–30]. Linkage failures occur at multiple
points along the care continuum due to a complex array of structural barriers including
difficulty accessing and affording transport [1,3,14]. Though dozens of prior studies in the
HIV literature have reported measures of transportation to clinic and its association with
health-related outcomes in RLS [4–6,11,12,14,16,17,20,21,31–33], only one to our
knowledge utilized GPS measurements [19]. In that study of HIV-infected patients in
Zambia, GPS-measured distance to clinic was not associated with self-reported ART
adherence, but the authors excluded adherence measurement in patients with missed visits.
Because the association between adherence and distance is likely mediated through missed
visits, the lack of an association in their study is not unexpected. Among the numerous other
studies measuring the effects of transportation on HIV outcomes, there are reports of
negative [7,10–12], null [9,16,17], and positive [13–15] effects of self-reported
transportation barriers on HIV associated outcomes. Given our results, the variation in
findings from these studies might be explained by the low correlation between self-reported
measures of distance and both actual distance and patient outcomes. Though we cannot
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discern from our data the reason for low correlation between self-reported measures and
clinic visitation, two explanations might include imprecise estimation of distance by self-
report and over-reporting of clinical distance and/or cost to increase travel compensation.
Though the former explanation is supported by the random association between self-
reported and objective measures that we found (Fig. 1), the latter would instead have been
suggested by a systematic over-reporting of distance.

Our study was limited to participants taking ART in rural, southwestern Uganda and might
not pertain to urban settings or patients who have not begun ART. Variations in geography,
patient population and means of transportation likely modify the inter-measure correlation
and health-related effects of transportation barriers [34,35]. Further study of the varying
impact of wealth, road development, topography and population density will help clarify
how these differences affect reliability of transportation measures across settings.

In summary, GPS-based objective measures of distance to clinic, but not self-reported
assessments, are highly correlated and predict missed clinic days at an HIV clinic in rural,
southwestern Uganda. Our findings have implications for both optimizing measurement of
transportation barriers and improving access to care in rural, RLS. Although self-reported
measures of travel cost and time are less costly and simpler to perform, our results should
call into question their value. Research groups that have the requisite resources should
prioritize objective measures of distance. Because GPS-measured straight line and GPS-
tracked distance are highly correlated and have similar associations with missed clinic time,
a single measurement of home coordinates is likely sufficient to calculate distance to clinic.
In our experience, the single-waypoint method is less laborious and costly than tracked
measurement because it can be performed by one staff member for multiple clients
simultaneously. For programs unable to perform objective measurements, estimating
straight-line distance from maps based on location of residence might be an accurate
alternative to GPS measurement, though this method requires further investigation. Finally,
study of the relationships between measures of transportation and health outcomes across
varying climates, living standards, road and infrastructure conditions, and topographies will
be useful to corroborate our findings and inform development of site-specific interventions
to mitigate the effect of transportation-related barriers on clinic absenteeism.
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Fig. 1.
Scatter plots comparing measures of transportation for participants in care at an HIV clinic
in southwestern Uganda.
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Fig. 2.
Estimated days late to clinic at 5th, 10th, 25th percentile, median, 75th, 90th and 95th
percentile of measures of transportation assuming median of model covariates (age, sex, as
set index, educational attainment, baseline CD4 cell count).
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